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Re:  Pesticides, including Insect Paper, and Flypaper 
 
Contact:  Larissa A. Franklin Telephone — (703) 838-1824 franklin@nmfta.org 
 
Proponent:  Freight Classification Development Council 
 
Present Classification Provisions 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  PESTICIDES GROUP: subject to item 155000 
155045  Paper, insect (paper treated with insecticides or insect repellents), in 
     boxes......................................................................................................... 100 
155047  Paper, sticky fly, in rolled tape form ..................................................................... 70 
155050  Pesticides, NOI, including Defoliants, Fungicides, Herbicides or Insecticides,  
     not required by the U.S. Department of Transportation to bear a  
     Hazard Class or Hazard Division label or placard, see Notes, items  
     155051 and 155054, in bags, boxes, crates, drums, pails or Packages  
     602, 2257, 2341 or 2479, see Note, item 155052: 
 Sub 1   Actual value per pound not exceeding $20.00, see Note, item 155053, 
      subject to Item 170 and having a density in pounds per cubic  
      foot of: 
 Sub 2    Less than 5 ................................................................................................ 200 
 Sub 3    5 but less than 15 ....................................................................................... 92.5 
 Sub 4    15 but less than 25 ..................................................................................... 70 
 Sub 5    25 but less than 35 ..................................................................................... 65 
 Sub 6    35 or greater ............................................................................................... 55 
 Sub 7   Actual value per pound exceeding $20.00, see Note, item 155053,  
      subject to Item 170 and having a density in pounds per cubic  
      foot of: 
 Sub 8    Less than 5 ................................................................................................ 250 
 Sub 9    5 but less than 15 ..................................................................................... 100 
 Sub 10    15 but less than 25 ..................................................................................... 77.5 
 Sub 11    25 but less than 35 ..................................................................................... 70 
 Sub 12     35 or greater ............................................................................................... 60 
155051 NOTE—One hand sprayer, other than plastic, or plastic having a liquid 

capacity of one quart or less, may be included in the same shipping 
container for each inner container, at the provisions applicable herein. 

155052 NOTE—Insecticides or fungicides may be shipped in pails as provided for in 
Item 258 except that the gross weight may be increased to 62 pounds in 
5-gallon size. 

155053 NOTE—Shipper must certify on shipping orders and bills of lading at time of 
shipment the actual value per pound of the property or the value group 
embracing the actual value per pound of the property. If the shipper fails 
to so certify the actual value, shipment will not be accepted, but if the 
shipment is inadvertently accepted, class will initially be assessed on the 
basis of the highest valuation provided. Upon proof of lower actual value, 
class will be adjusted accordingly. 
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Present Classification Provisions — Concluded  
 
Item Description Class 
 
155054 NOTE—Does not apply on materials regulated by the U.S. Department of 

Transportation as hazardous and required to bear a Hazard Class or 
Hazard Division label or placard. For classes applicable to such hazardous 
materials, see provisions elsewhere in this Classification. 

187120 Traps, animal, bird, fish or insect, NOI, including Electric Insect-Killing Devices,  
    in boxes or crates, subject to Item 170 and having a density in pounds 
    per cubic foot of: 
 Sub 1  Less than 1 ............................................................................................................ 400 
 Sub 2  1 but less than 2 ................................................................................................... 300 
 Sub 3  2 but less than 4 ................................................................................................... 250 
 Sub 4  4 but less than 6 ................................................................................................... 175 
 Sub 5  6 but less than 8 ................................................................................................... 125 
 Sub 6  8 but less than 10 ................................................................................................. 100 
 Sub 7  10 but less than 12 ................................................................................................. 92.5 
 Sub 8  12 but less than 15 ................................................................................................. 85 
 Sub 9  15 but less than 22.5 .............................................................................................. 70 
 Sub 10  22.5 but less than 30 .............................................................................................. 65 
 Sub 11  30 or greater .......................................................................................................... 60 
 
Proposed Classification Provisions 
 
Item Description Class 
 
  PESTICIDES GROUP: subject to item 155000 
155045  Paper, insect (paper treated with insecticides or insect repellents),  
     etc .............................................................................................. Cancel; see 
          item 155050 
155047  Paper, sticky fly, in rolled tape form .................................................... Cancel; see 
          item 187120 
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Proposed Classification Provisions — Concluded  
 
Item Description Class 

  PESTICIDES GROUP: subject to item 155000 
155050  Pesticides, NOI, including Defoliants, Fungicides, Herbicides or  
     Insecticides, not required by the U.S. Department of  
     Transportation to bear a Hazard Class or Hazard Division  
     label or placard, see Notes, items 155054 and NEW, in bags,  
     boxes, drums, pails, intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) or  
     Package 2479, subject to Item 170 and having a density 
     in pounds per cubic foot of: 
 Sub 1   Less than 1 ...................................................................................................... 400 
 Sub 2   1 but less than 2 ............................................................................................. 300 
 Sub 3   2 but less than 4 ............................................................................................. 250 
 Sub 4   4 but less than 6 ............................................................................................. 175 
 Sub 5   6 but less than 8 ............................................................................................. 125 
 Sub 6   8 but less than 10 ........................................................................................... 100 
 Sub 7   10 but less than 12 ........................................................................................... 92.5 
 Sub 8   12 but less than 15 ........................................................................................... 85 
 Sub 9   15 but less than 22.5 ........................................................................................ 70 
 Sub 10   22.5 but less than 30 ........................................................................................ 65 
 Sub 11   30 or greater .................................................................................................... 60 
155051 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
155052 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
155053 NOTE—Cancel; no further application. 
155054 NOTE—No Change. 
NEW NOTE—Also applies on paper treated or impregnated with insecticides or 

insect repellents. 
187120 Traps, animal, bird, fish or insect, NOI, including Flypaper or Electric  
    Insect-Killing Devices, in boxes or crates, subject to Item 170 and  
    having a density in pounds per cubic foot of: 
 Sub 1  Less than 1 ............................................................................................................ 400 
 Sub 2  1 but less than 2 ................................................................................................... 300 
 Sub 3  2 but less than 4 ................................................................................................... 250 
 Sub 4  4 but less than 6 ................................................................................................... 175 
 Sub 5  6 but less than 8 ................................................................................................... 125 
 Sub 6  8 but less than 10 ................................................................................................. 100 
 Sub 7  10 but less than 12 ................................................................................................. 92.5 
 Sub 8  12 but less than 15 ................................................................................................. 85 
 Sub 9  15 but less than 22.5 .............................................................................................. 70 
 Sub 10  22.5 but less than 30 .............................................................................................. 65 
 Sub 11  30 or greater .......................................................................................................... 60 
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Analysis 
 

Introduction 
 
 This proposal is based on the information developed through Research Project 1502, 
which was initiated to review the transportation characteristics of insect paper or flypaper, as 
embraced by items 155045 and 155047, respectively. During the course of research, the 
project was expanded to include pesticides, NOI, as named in item 155050.  
 

Transportation Characteristics 
 
Density—The information of record includes 127,833 density observations obtained from the 
FCDC’s Density Study1. The densities range from 0.49 to 76.80 pcf, with an overall average 
density of 20.13 pcf. As shown in the graph below, the densities are left-skewed but widely 
distributed throughout the range. 
 

 
 
Handling, Stowability and Liability—There have been no reports of unusual or significant 
handling, stowability or liability concerns. 
 
  

 
1 The Density Study is part of an ongoing effort by the FCDC to collect information on actual shipments 
across all product categories handled by the LTL industry. Carriers that choose to participate in the 
Study periodically submit shipment data captured through their respective freight auditing programs. 
The FCDC uses verifiable data points, identified by NMFC item, that include the weight and the 
dimensions and/or cube of the shipping unit. 
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Conclusion 
 
 Based on the foregoing analysis, item 155047 would be canceled with reference to the 
full-scale, density-based provisions of item 1871202, and the description of item 187120 would 
be amended to include “Flypaper.” 
 
 Additionally, item 155045 would be canceled with reference to item 155050. 
Concurrently, item 155050 would be amended to provide the FCDC’s standard 11-
subprovision density scale3.  A new attendant Note would be established to clarify the 
application of item 155050, and Notes, items 155051 and 155053 would be canceled with no 
further application.  
 
 Moreover, to ensure that the commodities are adequately protected so as to withstand 
the normal rigors of the less-than-truckload environment, and pursuant to the 
recommendation of the FCDC’s Packaging Manager, crates would be removed from, and 
intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) would be added to, the minimum packaging requirements 
of item 155050. References to Packages 602, 2257 and 2341 would also be removed, and 
Note, item 155052 would be canceled with no further application.  
 
 

 
2 Item 187120 provides the FCDC’s standard 11-subprovision density scale, which includes reference to 
Item (Rule) 170, the inadvertence clause. 
3 The FCDC’s standard 11-subprovision density scale includes reference to Item (Rule) 170, the 
inadvertence clause. 


